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Abstract
This article argues that existing general typologies of the use of force concepts accepted by American political scientists do not correspond with the reality. The survey compares several distinctive approaches which are generally proposed to classify the ideas elaborated in American political circuits and comes to the conclusion that none of the mentioned approaches could be applied directly to the use of force issue due to numerous difficulties occur while drawing on existing classifications. The article proposes a new method for systematizing these American political theories which is based on two main criteria: scholars’ attitude towards actual use of force and their perceptions of threats/challenges to national security. According to the newly introduced typology there are three major trends in American political thought on the issue: the first one consolidates those who support active and aggressive use of force (proponents of intervention or Interventionalists), the second one includes concepts of those authors who are not against the use of American forces abroad but stand on less aggressive positions (Conceptualists), and the third one unites those American political authors who insist that the US should use the force only in case of direct imminent attack on the American soil (Defenders).
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1. Introduction
As we entered the XXI century it did not meet our expectations of peaceful and secure world. Military force prevails as a widely used tool of foreign policy and political bargaining: the number of local conflicts and interstate confrontations has not diminished but in fact is alarmingly increasing. Besides, informational technologies of the XXI century predetermine the fact that the aftermath of each conflict nowadays would be even more devastating and calamitous.

In this regards it is important to reveal the main tendencies in political behavior of the United States of America as currently Washington possesses military and technological domination in the world. As American political scientists closely cooperate with the US Government our reference to the interpretations of the use of force issue which are prevalent in the US scientific and political circles can help us to see the outlines of possible shifts in the Washington’s policy.

In order to give a comprehensive description to those numerous ideas that exist in American political discourse on the issue it is extremely important to make the systematization of the most prominent theoretical tendencies.

American political experts’ point of view on the use of force issue was not decided to become a main criterion of systematization; however there are typologies based on a compatible criterion which might be applied for the description of American political scientists’ position on the problem of military enforcement: realism/idealism, conservatism/neo-conservatism and neo-isolationism. The convenience and effectiveness of these typologies would be examined below.

2. Discussion
The traditional for political science division into realism and idealism imposes significant constraints while this criterion of systematization is applied to the use of force concepts as long as it is more likely to cover general aspects than the specific ones.
As it can be derived from the typology description realists are those who “a) view international policy separately from internal one; b) consider conflict to be the basis of states’ behavior and therefore view international legislation and rules as having minimal impact on war prevention” (Rikhtik, 2004). Another distinct approach belongs to idealists, who consider that: “a) states are not the only actors on international arena; b) international cooperation is powerful method to avoid wars d) international organization, legislation and rules have a great impact on states as cooperation is a basis of state behavior (Rikhtik, 2004).

Therefore only appreciation or depreciation of the international cooperation by the representatives of these theoretical schools could be applied to the use of force issue directly. However this typology is rather vague and requires several additional theoretical implications for proper description of the full range of ideas about the use of force in US political science discourse due to several reasons:

1. This typology does not consider the fact that almost all authors who are proponents of active use of force in the international arena – and even those who do not speak in favor of international organizations – express their support for the international cooperation.

Also in this regards it is unclear what category R. Perle (2008), who consider that international organizations should serve the US interests, should be added to. He affirms that the US would use the resources of international organizations’ pro domo sua. This position goes beyond the tradition of realism as it speaks in favor of impact of international organizations and does not reside within the pillars of idealism as well since it states that such cooperation is not the impetus to stop war.

2. Neither realism nor idealism makes a difference between the positions of those authors who consider that the use of force should be the last resort and of those who do not. This typology does not have any mechanism for this kind of differentiation; drawing such a distinction is crucial for a proper reflection of American political scientists’ points of view, even though.

3. Proponents of less aggressive concepts of the use of force within the offshore balancing, selective engagement and balance of power will be either ignored by realism/idealism typology or equaled to those authors who support aggressive use of force approach, yet it is logically incorrect.

4. Authors who speak in favor of the use of force only within the frameworks of self-defense are completely ignored by the typology as this systematization does not have any mechanism which would describe the position of these authors. This case shows that such typology omits an important category while describing the use of force issue.

Thus, basing upon the abovementioned arguments we can see that realism/idealism typology is not sufficient to describe the ideas of the US scientists about the use of force problem.

While using another systematization of political points of view for describing the attitudes towards the use of force problems – conservatism/neo-conservatism – we also come across certain obstacles.

As in the previous case conservatism/neo-conservatism systematization is also designed to describe mostly generic issues. M. N. Khanov clarifies that conservatism relating to the foreign policy is “achieving political goals through military methods” (Khanov, 2006).

Despite the fact that this typology is important, it poses certain difficulties while applied to the use of force concepts:

1. This typology does not consider the fact that the group of authors who are in favor of achieving political goals using military methods has additional internal division. Thus those authors who stay on the position that the use of force is a primary method and those who consider the use of force to be the last resort will be in the same “boat” of conservators. However it is important to make a distinction between their positions.

2. According to the conservatism criterion the proponents of a less aggressive approach to the use of force (those who support the balance of power, offshore balancing and selective engagement concepts) and those authors who are against intervention will be in the same group with authors who argue aggressive position on the use of force issue. It will be logically incorrect.

In accordance with the circumstances mentioned above it can be seen that conservatism typology cannot reflect the full range of the US scientist’s approaches to the use of force issue.

Before examining neo-conservatism typology we have to define its essence. Francis Fukuyama in his book “America at the crossroads” underlines four main features which characterize neo-conservatives:
• “A belief that the internal character of regimes matters and that foreign policy must reflect the deepest values of liberal democratic societies.

• A belief that American power has been and could be used for moral purposes, and that the United States needs to remain engaged in international affairs.

• A distrust of ambitious social engineering projects. The untoward consequences of ambitious efforts at social planning is a consistent theme in neoconservative thought that links the critique of Stalinism in the 1940s with The Public Interest's skepticism about the Great Society in the 1960s.

• And finally, skepticism about the legitimacy and effectiveness of international law and institutions to achieve either security or justice” (Fukuyama, 2005). The last position is also describes Russian political scientist P.U. Rahshmir who considers that neo-conservators “have great distrust to international organizations” (Rahshmir, 2007).

Though these criteria can be applied to the description of American political thinkers’ ideas, we would face several points of controversy:

1. Authors who are in favor of aggressive use of force are speaking about the same ideas: regime change, preventive use of force, limited sovereignty. All these ideas are based on the assumption that a state that has irresponsible policy can be the object of military operation. Therefore almost all American political experts who argue aggressive use of force believe that internal character of regimes matters. However this criterion does not make any difference between real division inside group of those who argue necessity of aggressive use of force: it did not specify group of those who consider use of force to be the last resort and those who consider the use of force to be the primary political instrument.

2. All American political writers express their skepticism about effectiveness of international institutions. In accordance with fourth criterion (in accordance with Fukuyama's work) those authors who argue that international institutions are not needed at all will be considered to be neo-conservatives along with authors who are sure that international institutions’ reforms is a way out to improve legitimacy and efficiency. This approach does not reflect the situation correctly.

For example, C. Krauthammer (2003) advised to refuse from cooperation in the frames of fixed institutional system and insists on cooperation in flexible coalition of states with the same goals instead of ineffective UN and NATO. This approach does not correlate with J. Ikenberry position who proposes a strategy of rising UN effectiveness. In accordance with Fukuyama’s criterion Ikenberry and Kauthammer will be in the same group – neo-conservatives.

Thus typology conservatism/neo-conservatism does not reflect real situation concerned use of force issue.

Classifications of American political concepts (for example division on liberal interventionalists and imperial unilateralists (Voitovskiy, Guzev, & Solovyev, 2005) that are based on criterion of attitude towards unilateral and multilateral approach to cooperation also have variety of difficulties occur.

All American political scientists who are in favor of aggressive use of force consider that international cooperation is useful in the case of military operations. And unilateral approach is also recognized as necessary option in some cases.

For example proponent of active use of force S. Groves considers that “Going to war with allies by your side is preferable to going to war alone” (Groves, 2010).

Standing on the position of active force approach Richard Perle calls coalitions “important and useful, sometimes essential” (Perle, 2008).

Another proponent of aggressive use of force approach M. Boot proposes to diminish rising China influence by creating Asian NATO analog. According to his opinion old partners like Japan, Australia and new one – India and Singapore would be members of this new organization (Boot, 2005).

Thus upholders of active use of force position do not exclude international cooperation and therefore they cannot be named unilateralists.

On the opposite side those authors who support less aggressive approach towards use of force issue are speaking about unilateral operation if the situation requires it.

For example J. Steinberg and I. Daalder make recommendations to coordinate military actions with international community and core partners. (Steinberg & Daalder, 2005). However the authors recognize US right to act unilaterally if the situation (in accordance with their opinion) requires it (Steinberg & Daalder, 2005).
The same opinion is shared by P. Feaver. The author points out that: “America should seek the legitimacy and burden-sharing of multilateral action wherever possible”. However at the same time he outlines that “America should seek the legitimacy and burden-sharing of multilateral action wherever possible” (Feaver, 2012).

These examples have shown that division which is based only on approach to unilateral/multilateral attitude to use of force does not cover all peculiarities in American political science dispute on use of force issue.

Political science attempts to underline group of neo-isolationist in American political dispute. However there also some problems occur while usage this cluster.

1. The very term “neo-isolationist” reflects negative position of interventionists towards this group. In accordance with this position not to use military force means isolation. However it does not correspond with real position of the group: in accordance with their opinion force should be used only in case of self-defense.

2. It is misunderstanding, who should be considered to be isolationists. For example Barry Posen is called neo-isolationist by E. Voeten (Voeten, 2014). However despite B. Posen stays on the position that US should limit its engagement in military conflicts he argues the necessity to use preventive military operations in some cases (Posen, 2008). Therefore the author is not against military operations in general. At the same time authors who insist only on the position that the reason for use of force should be only protection from imminent and direct attack on American territory will also be called isolationists. Thus the term “isolationists” covers different positions without clear classifications: in one group will be those authors who are not against use of force in general and those who are against use of force except self-defense from direct attack on American ground.

Taking into consideration that none from existing concepts' classifications can offer proper description of ideas circulating in US political dispute on the use of force issue there is a need for proposing classification that would be based on criteria of attitude towards use of force problem.

The main criterion for group division is attitude towards use of force activity. Thus in accordance with this criterion there are three groups underlined: those who are in favor of active use of force abroad, those who are not against it but are speaking about less aggressive approach then first group and the third who are against military interventions abroad, except cases of direct attack.

First group of authors are proponents of active use of force abroad. We consider that the term that will reflect the main characteristics of this group is “interventionalists”.

Interventionalists are speaking about the same categories: they argue necessity of preventive attacks, regime change and implementing system of limited sovereignty. limited sovereignty is an idea that a state might be attacked if US or international community would consider that this state behaves irresponsible inside its border.


Despite the fact that interventionalists have the same position the group is internally divided by two subgroups: radicals and rationalists.

There are two main criteria for this division. The first criterion is attitude to paramountcy of the use of force. The first subgroup - radicals - is represented by authors who consider that the use of force should be remained to be the last resort and the second one consists of authors who do not limit the possibilities of the use of force incidents.

For example C. Krauthammer names 9/11 to be a “war” (Krauthammer, 2001). Using this term the author has shown that force is not the last resort. The same position is shared by M. Boot who considers that US should be world policemen. (Boot, 2006) Therefore these authors do not limit cases when use of force can be applied.

One the opposite side J. Ikenberry argues that preventive strikes are necessary tool for observing order and legitimacy. However they should be used as a last instrument (Ikenberry, 2002). The same position belongs to J. Steinberg (2006).

As criterion of multilateral/unilateral attitude towards the use of force does not work an attitude to legitimacy can be named as the second adequate criterion for radical/rationalist division. This criterion allows to describe different approaches exist in American political science. Radicals stand on the position that the use of force is an national decision and opinion of other states should not be taken into consideration. Contrary to this opinion rationalists are speaking about legitimacy's importance. Under legitimacy they understand other countries' support of US-conducted military interventions. It worth noting that legitimacy does not equal to legality and means only other states agreement with military campaign (Sukhovey, 2013).
Thus the group interventionalists are divided into radicals and rationalists in accordance with two criteria: attitude to use of force prominence and legitimacy.

The second group after interventionalists is a group of conceptualists: it includes position of those authors who are not against the use of force abroad however they insists on less aggressive strategies, for example balance of power, offshore balancing and selective engagement.

For example A. Krepinevich in his article “The Pentagon’s wasting assets” proposes to refuse from direct intervention and support regional states in their fight with islamists. At the same time Washington should be ready to mobilize its military forces if regional states do not manage to solve security problems (Krepinevich, 2005).

Offshore balancing means locating US military forces out of the zone of interests and giving privilege to regional states to solve security problems. If a state which can change balance of power in the region appear US would return its military forces to the region and restore status quo. Authors who support this idea are J. Mearshimer (2002), and C. Layne (2002).

Selective engagement concept points out that US should refuse from active military operations abroad and start war campaigns only for purposes that important for national interest: rule of law observance, human rights protection, and fight against terrorism (Art, 2012).

Additionally to abovementioned authors J. Nye and his “Smart power concept” (2007) should be listed among conceptualists.

One more group which should be presented separately from interventionalists and conceptualists is group of authors who insist on the idea that the use of force should be applied only in the case of self-defense. It worth noting that this group of authors uses the notion "self-defense" in its narrow term: direct military attack. Therefore this group of authors is against military intervention. Thus the position of these authors towards the use of force differs from opinions of authors from two previous groups as they view intervention as a core political instrument. The most appropriate group name which would reflect conceptual characteristics is “Defenders” which is made up from “self-defense”.

Defenders' ideas can be found in the works of J. Record (2006), W. Pfaff (2010), A. Bacevich (2009), I. Eland (2012), and T. Moor (2006).

Correctness of American political concepts’ division on three main groups is also proved by additional criterion – threat/challenge perception.

Interventionists and conceptualists are close in their threat/challenge perception. However there are some differences in group’s approaches.


Also conceptualists point out that there is not a good idea to pay great attention to terrorist threat and consider that terrorist’s threat is rather exaggerated. For example this opinion is shared by M. Mundenblam (2006), J. Nye (2007) and J. Muller (2006).

2. Interventionalists underline more threats to US national security then conceptualists. Interventionalists also are pointing out the threats from failed and rogue states. For example this position can be found in the works of Korb L. (2009), Fontaine R., Exum A. (2011), Feinstein L., Slaughter A. (2011).

Defenders' position to threat/challenges to US national security differs from interventionalists and conceptualists. Representatives of this group consider that none of military threats challenge US national security.

For example J. Raimondo points that US military primacy is unrivaled and therefore there are no outside threats to Washington (Raimondo, 2012).

J. Glaser notes that US military expanding does not have any connections with threats as there are none of them for US (Glaser, 2012).

The same position is also said by I. Eland who argue that US is creating new kinds of threats in order to take benefits. (Eland, 2008).
3. Conclusion

Despite the fact that political science proposes several classifications of American political thought, none of them can be applied while describing American political scientists’ position towards the use of force issue. This situation is induced by the fact that existing typologies are rather general and undetailed and do not reflect the whole range of theoretical implications and peculiarities in American political science.

Therefore it seems to be reasonable to introduce another classification, which would reflect all the tendencies that exist in American political discourse concerning the use of force. The new classification based on the criteria of American political experts’ attitude towards the activity of the use of force issue and threats/challenges to the US national security strategy was presented in this article.

In accordance with this typology the first group includes intervention proponents, the second one consists of those who insist on less aggressive use of force strategies, and the third one unites those authors who are against the use of force except cases of a self-defense from imminent and direct military attack.
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